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Assignment
•

•
•
•

Review two conflicting Arborist Reports regarding the nominated tree:
o Report by Remy Hummer dated 7/31/15
o Report by James MacNair dated 8/3/15
Provide an analysis of conflicting statements.
Evaluate tree and site characteristics and offer opinions based on observations.
Provide an Arborist Report of my analysis, findings and recommendations.

Analysis of Arborist Reports
Two Arborist Reports have been created, and each report is quite different. Certain
fundamental facts such as the proper identification of the tree are even in conflict. After
having read both of these reports in great detail, and having visited the site and surrounding
neighborhood to view the tree, I have determined the following:
Species Identification
The correct species for this tree is Cook pine (Araucaria columnaris). This is a welldocumented species that is often confused with Norfolk Island pine (Araucaria columnaris)
by inexperienced retailers and consumers. I am in shock that Mr. MacNair cannot tell these
two species apart. Without having a fundamental ability to identify this tree correctly as a
Cook pine, it is my professional opinion that the tree cannot be properly evaluated for
purposes of a Landmark Tree Nomination and that Mr. MacNair is not qualified for this task.
Documents are attached that conclusively identify this species:
http://www.pacifichorticulture.org/articles/the-araucaria-family-past-present/
www.nationalregisterofbigtrees.com.au/listing/52.pdfhttp://treespecies.blogspot.com/2007/12/norfolk-island-pine-vs-cook-pine.html
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Bailey, Liberty Hyde and Ethel Zoe Bailey. Hortus Third. Revised and Expanded by the
Staff of the Liberty Hyde Bailey Hortorium. New York: MacMillan Publishing
Company, 1976
Grace, Julie, ed. Know Your Garden Series Ornamental Conifers. Portland, Oregon:
Timber Press, 1983
Barwick, Margaret. Tropical & Subtropical Trees; An Encyclopedia. 2nd printing.
Portland, Oregon: Timber Press, 2004.
Apparently Mr. MacNair did not fully read the Pacific Horticulture article he cites, nor did he
view the photograph depicting the Cook pine and Norfolk Island pine that are side by side.
This article clearly shows the Cook pine, and in a manner that compares closely to the
subject tree.
The botanical descriptions from Hortus Third are fundamental, but are more scientific than
most people would understand. Distinctive and characteristic features are summarized in
various web sources and other reference books, as cited above. The following table
summarizes several of these distinctive features:
Cook Pine
Columnar (narrow) crown form
Shorter internodes of 1 to 2 feet (closer
branches)
Bark with larger peeling sheets
Downward angled branch attachments
Sweep in trunk

Norfolk Island Pine
Spreading (triangular) crown form
Longer internodes of 4 to 6 feet (thinner and
more open branches)
Bark with small peeling flakes
Upward angled branch attachments
Straight trunk

Rarity
Common species are found by the thousands in San Francisco and include species such as
Monterey cypress and Tasmanian blue gum eucalyptus. Uncommon tree species may be
found here or there, but are only seen if you know where to look. A rare species may only
have a few examples.
Mr. MacNair has characterized this tree as fairly common. Based upon my 25 years of
working throughout San Francisco, I would estimate that there are perhaps 20 or 30
examples of mature Cook pines in San Francisco. Some of these trees might be a bit larger
than this one, but not by much if at all. I think the a more accurate statement would be that
these trees are fairly commonly noted or are obvious due to their prominence in the
landscape. There is no way that a Cook pine would go unnoticed. Prominence is not
equivalent to common. These trees are certainly uncommon.
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Size
The height of the tree cannot be accurately determined with a laser range finder. The laser
must reflect off of a surface and such devices cannot reliably do so from the top of a tree.
As a part of a test group of 5 Consulting Arborists during a “Tool Day”, we each found laser
range finders to be unreliable when compared to an optical clinometer, our industry standard
measuring device. Each of the Consulting Arborists in the test group consistently measured
shorter heights with the laser range finders with tree heights typically being 10 to 20 feet
taller.
Despite the unreliable method of measurement used by Mr. MacNair, tree height is not of
critical importance in evaluation of this tree. The tree has a normal, mature form for the
species as found in our environment. Based on my estimate from adjacent buildings and
the use of a clinometer, the height is approximately 100 feet tall.
Age
This is a mature tree for this species, and is at a mid-point for attainable age. Although
Landmark designated trees could be the oldest example of their species, age is largely
unknown or uncertain. It is pure conjecture that this tree has produced annual growth rings
of ½ inch diameter increase each year. Every year produces a different ring thickness
depending on water availability, and a growth ring is not necessarily produced at all during
certain years. The last 4 years have been a drought, and we had a drought of several years
back in the 1980’s. With even a slightly thinner average annual ring, a few missing rings
and the 10 or 12 drought year rings this tree is likely much older than Mr. MacNair claims.
The tree may or may not be 120 years old, but it certainly could be that old.
Distinguished Form
The form of this tree is characteristic and represents a distinguishing form for the species.
This tree is an excellent example of a distinguished form for the Cook pine.
Tree Condition
This tree is in good condition and is sustainable for many decades to come. There were no
broken branches or stubs from broken branches found. It is unlikely that there would be a
limb failure, and if one occurred it is unlikely that it would cause anything more than minor
damage or harm. This is a low risk and healthy tree.
Prominence and Visibility
This tree is very prominent and can be seen from most locations throughout this
neighborhood and even from adjacent neighborhoods. Parts of Laurel Village area, the
Geary Boulevard corridor and parts of Lone Mountain all see and enjoy this tree.
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Conclusions and Recommendation
This is a characteristic, structurally sound and healthy mature example of Cook pine.
Although this tree and the species of tree is prominent when mature, it is an uncommon
species to encounter.
Based on my evaluation of the tree and its setting, it is my opinion that this tree meets
sufficient criteria and is important enough to be granted Landmark Tree status.
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
1. Any legal description provided to the consultant is assumed to be correct. Title and ownership of all
property considered are assumed to be good and marketable. No responsibility is assumed for
matters legal in character. Any and all property is appraised or evaluated as though free and clear,
under responsible ownership and competent management.
2. It is assumed that any property is not in violation of any applicable codes, ordinances, statutes or
other governmental regulations.
3. Care has been taken to obtain all information from reliable sources. All data has been verified insofar
as possible. The consultant can neither guarantee nor be responsible for the accuracy of information
provided by others.
4. Various diagrams, sketches and photographs in this report are intended as visual aids and are not to
scale, unless specifically stated as such on the drawing. These communication tools in no way
substitute for nor should be construed as surveys, architectural or engineering drawings.
5. Loss or alteration of any part of this report invalidates the entire report.
6. Possession of this report or a copy thereof does not imply right of publication or use for any purpose
by any other than the person to whom it is addressed, without the prior written or verbal consent of
the consultant.
7. This report is confidential and to be distributed only to the individual or entity to whom it is addressed.
Any or all of the contents of this report may be conveyed to another party only with the express prior
written or verbal consent of the consultant. Such limitations apply to the original report, a copy,
facsimile, scanned image or digital version thereof.
8. This report represents the opinion of the consultant. In no way is the consultant’s fee contingent upon
a stipulated result, the occurrence of a subsequent event, nor upon any finding to be reported.
9. The consultant shall not be required to give testimony or to attend court by reason of this report
unless subsequent contractual arrangements are made, including payment of an additional fee for
such services as described in the fee schedule, an agreement or a contract.
10. Information contained in this report reflects observations made only to those items described and only
reflects the condition of those items at the time of the site visit. Furthermore, the inspection is limited
to visual examination of items and elements at the site, unless expressly stated otherwise. There is
no expressed or implied warranty or guarantee that problems or deficiencies of the plants or property
inspected may not arise in the future.

Disclosure Statement
Arborists are tree specialists who use their education, knowledge, training, and experience to examine
trees, recommend measures to enhance the beauty and health of trees, and attempt to reduce the risk of
living near trees. Clients may choose to accept or disregard the recommendations of the arborist, or to
seek additional advice.
Arborists cannot detect every condition that could possibly lead to the structural failure of a tree. Trees
are living organisms that fail in ways we do not fully understand. Conditions are often hidden within trees
and below ground. Arborists cannot guarantee that a tree will be healthy or safe under all circumstances,
or for a specified period of time. Likewise, remedial treatments, like any medicine, cannot be guaranteed.
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Treatment, pruning, and removal of trees may involve considerations beyond the scope of the arborist’s
services such as property boundaries, property ownership, site lines, disputes between neighbors, and
other issues. An arborist cannot take such considerations into account unless complete and accurate
information is disclosed to the arborist. An arborist should then be expected to reasonably rely upon the
completeness and accuracy of the information provided.
Trees can be managed, but they cannot be controlled. To live near trees is to accept some degree of
risk. The only way to eliminate all risk associated with trees is to eliminate the trees.

Certification of Performance
I, Roy C. Leggitt, III, Certify:

•

That we have inspected the trees and/or property evaluated in this report. We have stated findings
accurately, insofar as the limitations of the Assignment and within the extent and context identified by
this report;

•

That we have no current or prospective interest in the vegetation or any real estate that is the subject
of this report, and have no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved;

•

That the analysis, opinions and conclusions stated herein are original and are based on current
scientific procedures and facts and according to commonly accepted arboricultural practices;

•

That no significant professional assistance was provided, except as indicated by the inclusion of
another professional report within this report;

•

That compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predetermined conclusion that favors the
cause of the client or any other party.

I am a member in good standing of the American Society of Consulting Arborists and a member and
Certified Arborist with the International Society of Arboriculture.
I have attained professional training in all areas of knowledge asserted through this report by completion
of a Bachelor of Science degree in Plant Science, by routinely attending pertinent professional
conferences and by reading current research from professional journals, books and other media.
I have rendered professional services in a full time capacity in the field of horticulture and arboriculture for
more than 25 years.

Signed:
Date:

8/6/15
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Monkey puzzle trees (Araucaria araucana) in habitat on volcanic slopes in Chile.
Photograph by RGT

California Outback
Garden
for the

The ancient araucaria family (Araucariaceae) contains three genera
(Araucaria, Agathis, and Wollemia) and forty-one species of cone-bearing
trees native to forested regions of the Southern Hemisphere, including
South America, Malaysia, Australia, New Zealand, and New Caledonia.
During the Jurassic Period, the family had an extensive distribution in
both hemispheres, extending as far north as England, Greenland, and
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Sweden. In majestic size and beauty, araucariads rival the grander
members of the pine family (Pinaceae); both families are conifers
(Pinophyta). Fossil evidence indicates that ancient araucaria forests
resembling present-day species date back to the age of dinosaurs. Today,

In a
creative
burst of

araucaria forests are limited to the Southern Hemisphere and are
considered a counterpart to the pine and spruce forests of the Northern
Hemisphere.

horticultural design and ﬁnesse

Although sometimes referred to as “pines,” members of the araucaria
family have seed cones and foliage that are distinctly diﬀerent from those
of the pine family. Trees in the pine family have cone scales with a pair of
winged ovules (seeds) on the upper surface; members of the araucaria

Share

family have only one ovule per scale. The seed of Araucaria is fused to the
scale and falls with the scale when the cone disintegrates. In Agathis, the
seed is winged and free from the scale. Unlike the typical, slender,
needlelike leaves of the pine family, the sharply pointed leaves of the
araucaria family are quite variable; depending upon the species, they
range from scale-like or awl-shaped to linear or oblong. Some species
have broad leaves that superﬁcially resemble the leaves of ﬂowering
plants.

Patchy exfoliating bark characterizes kauri pine (Agathis australis) in a second growth
forest near the northern tip of New Zealand. Photograph by RGT

Wollemia—a Surprising Discovery
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Of the three genera of Araucariaceae, the most primitive is Wollemia. In
1994, David Noble discovered an unknown cone-bearing tree in the rugged
Blue Mountains of Wollemi National Park, northwest of Sydney,
Australia. The generic name commemorates this park and is derived
from an Australian aboriginal word meaning “watch out, look around
you”—an appropriate warning for anyone hiking the complex canyons and
precipitous sandstone escarpments characteristic of the tree’s habitat.
About forty trees in a deep narrow canyon turned out to be an
undescribed species. They were named Wollemi pine (Wollemia nobilis), a
remarkable “new” member of the family. Fossils resembling Wollemia
and possibly related to it are widespread in Australia, New Zealand, and
Antarctica, but W. nobilis is the sole living member of its genus. This rare
conifer was thought to be extinct: its last fossil record was dated about
two million years ago. Typical of genetic bottlenecks in small
populations, chloroplast DNA studies show no discernable genetic
variation among the wild trees. Like the Torrey pine (Pinus torreyi) of
San Diego County, which also has little genetic variability, this is truly a
relict population that was more widespread millions of years ago. The
Wollemi pine is a great botanical discovery—a “living fossil.”
Dinosaur skeletons and fossils of juvenile and mature foliage of a
supposedly extinct conifer have been found together throughout western
Queensland in rocks dating back 120 million years. Foliage of the
just-discovered Wollemi pines closely matches these fossils. Further
evidence comes from live and fossilized pollen. Pollen grains of extinct
plants are well preserved in ancient strata because of their durable exine
coating made from a substance called sporopollenin. Although it contains
only carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, sporopollenin is one of the most
stable organic compounds known. Throughout Australia and New
Zealand, fossil pollen called Dilwynites has been collected from Jurassic
age sediments. It has also been collected in ﬁfty-million-year-old
sediments from Antarctica’s continental shelf. Similar to araucariad
pollen, it diﬀered in its coarse, grainy coating. When compared with
pollen from living Wollemi pines, there was a perfect match.

Bunya-bunya (Arucaria bidwillii) seed cone (left) and
Coulter pine (Pinus coulteri) cone (right), two of the
most massive cones among the conifers; both cones can
weigh up to ten pounds or more. Author’s photographs,
except as noted
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Records from paleobotanists now prove that Wollemi pines were common
in moist forests on the Australian continent for countless millions of
years, growing with ferns, other gymnosperms such as cycads and ginkgos,
and early ﬂowering plants. According to McLoughlin and Vajada, Wollemi
pines have survived raging forest ﬁres and the asteroid collision on
Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula that drove the dinosaurs extinct and ended
the Cretaceous. Hidden away in narrow sandstone ravines for millions of
years, the Wollemi pine receives the humidity and moisture necessary for
its vital symbiotic mycorrhizal fungi. These habitats provided shelter
from ﬁrestorms that raged in the eucalyptus forests atop the sandstone
plateaus. The tree’s habit of resprouting from the base (coppicing)
probably helped it recover from occasional ﬁres within the deep,
generally moist ravines.
Wollemi pines are now being propagated from both seeds and through
tissue culture, and are already being cultivated in a few botanical gardens
on the Paciﬁc Coast. Time will tell if this intriguing conifer enters the
commercial trade, following in the horticultural path of maidenhair tree
(Ginkgo biloba) and dawn redwood (Metasequoia glyptostroboides)—both
considered to be living fossils.
Wollemi pines have beautiful light green foliage composed of ﬂattened,
linear leaves. In the juvenile stage, leaves are twisted at the base to form
a ﬂattened, two-ranked arrangement similar to those of a coast redwood
(Sequoia sempervirens). Adult leaves are four-ranked and spirally
arranged around the stem. In their native habitat, the trees have multiple
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trunks; younger stems emerge from the base of the tree and gradually
replace older trunks. Because of this strong coppicing habit, tree-ring
dating will never reveal the actual age of an old tree. The trees are frost
and shade tolerant and can also grow in full sun.

Cook pine (Araucaria columnaris), on left, showing a dense, slender crown; cultivated
trees often lean in one direction. Norfolk Island pine (A. heterophylla), on right, showing
widely-spaced, horizontal branches

One caveat to the cultivation of this rare conifer is its susceptibility to
various pathogenic soil fungi (water molds). In November 2005, wild
Wollemi pines were discovered infected with a root rot fungus
(Phytophthora cinnamomi); this fungus is the cause of avocado root rot,
the scourge of avocado growers in San Diego County. Park rangers in
Australia believe spores of this virulent water mold were introduced on
the shoes of unauthorized visitors to the site; for this reason, the location
of the groves has been undisclosed to the public. This vulnerability is
typical of small populations with little genetic diversity. The survival of
Wollemi pines in the wild could be seriously threatened, not only by such
exotic diseases, but also by environmental and climatic changes.

Branchlets of ﬁve species of Araucaria, from the top: Cook pine (Araucaria columnaris),
Norfolk Island pine (A. heterophylla), hoop pine (A. cunninghamii), bunya-bunya (A.
bidwillii), and paraná pine (A. angustifolia)
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The Araucarias
The genus Araucaria includes approximately nineteen species, all
conﬁned to the Southern Hemisphere in markedly disjunct distributions.
Most of the extant araucarian taxa have evolved since early Tertiary time;
extensive evolution and adaptive radiation have occurred in the islands of
Australasia, where most of the species are found. Two species occur in
South America and two in New Guinea (one of which also occurs in
Australia), one is endemic to mainland Australia, and another is found
only on Norfolk Island in the Tasman Sea. The remaining thirteen species
are endemic to New Caledonia, where they occur from sea level to 3,000
feet elevation. This is a striking pattern, according to biologist Timothy
Waters, because it means that this family of conifers has been successful
in a tropical rain forest environment where angiosperms (ﬂowering
plants) are generally thought to have replaced conifers. He suggests that
the Australasian success of araucarians may be governed more by their
ability to adapt to conditions of their physical environment (including
precipitation, ﬁre, and edaphic factors), rather than their ability to
compete eﬀectively with angiosperms.
The type genus Araucaria is derived from the Arauco region of central
Chile, where the Araucani Indians live. This is the land of the monkey
puzzle tree (A. araucana), so named because the prickly, tangled
branches would be diﬃcult for a monkey to climb. It has been suggested
that an armor of dagger-like leaves on ancient araucariads might have
discouraged hungry South American herbivorous dinosaurs, such as the
enormous Argentinosaurus that weighed an estimated eighty to a hundred
tons! Monkey puzzle trees do not grow well in Southern California, but
are occasionally planted in parks and gardens of Northern California.
They grow much better in the colder, wetter climates of Oregon,
Washington, and British Columbia. Another ancient South American
species called pino paraná or paraná pine (A. angustifolia), native to
southern Brazil and Argentina, is occasionally grown in coastal
California.
Australian members of the Araucariaceae commonly grown in California
include the tall, prickly-leaved bunya-bunya (A. bidwillii) of Queensland,
with huge pineapple-shaped cones, hoop pine (A. cunninghamii), an
important Australian timber tree, and Norfolk Island pine (A.
heterophylla), native to Norfolk Island. The latter species is commonly
grown in parks and gardens in the San Francisco Bay Area, and in
containers in Southern California; it is often sold as star pine, because of
its horizontal tiers of radiating branches. Norfolk Island pine was
discovered by Captain James Cook on his second voyage to Australia and
New Zealand aboard the HMS Resolution (1772-1775). Bunyabunya also has
an unmistakable silhouette, with barren, horizontal limbs tufted at the
ends with spiny leaves. Its huge seed cones pose aserious threat to
unsuspecting persons standing beneath the canopy. Unlike most conifer
species, wild populations of Araucaria are typically dioecious, with
pollen-bearing and seedbearing cones on separate male and female trees.
Trees are occasionally monoecious, and there are remarkable but
unsubstantiated reports of trees that change sex with time.
In Southern California, there are also trees that resemble Norfolk Island
pines, but with more closely spaced limbs and a narrow, columnar, crown
that resemble Cook pines (Araucaria columnaris). According to Angela
Keplar’s Trees of Hawaii, most of the trees called Norfolk Island pine in
Hawaii are actually Cook pines. They have naturalized throughout the
Hawaiian Islands and have been exported as lumber and container-grown
“Christmas trees” to the US mainland. Both species were introduced to
Hawaii in the late 1800s. Some botanists consider the narrow-growing
trees in Southern California to be hybrids of the two species, while others
insist they are the true Cook pine.
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In general, the interval between tiers of limbs is greater on Norfolk Island
pines, particularly on younger trees, and the horizontal limbs are longer
than those of Cook pines; the latter has a slender, spire-like crown with
shorter, more closely spaced horizontal branches. When the two species
are compared side-by-side, the diﬀerences between them are striking;
however, there are also trees with intermediate branching patterns. Leaf
shape and size is variable and not particularly useful in separating these
two species. Although A. columnaris is not listed in the latest Sunset
Western Garden Book, there are conﬁrmed specimens of this tree in
Southern California at Quail Botanical Gardens, Huntington Botanical
Gardens, and the Palomar College Arboretum.
Phylogenetic studies comparing chloroplast DNA have shown that the
Norfolk Island pine’s closest relatives are a group of thirteen species of
Araucaria endemic to New Caledonia, including Cook pine. Although New
Caledonia is a relatively small island of only 19,000 square kilometers, it
contains a rich conifer ﬂora of forty-three endemic species, including
two-thirds of the world’s Araucaria species and ﬁve of the twenty-one
species of Agathis. The New Caledonian species are seldom cultivated in
California, except by the occasional passionate collector.

The rare Wollemi pine (Wollemia nobilis) has ﬂattened, linear leaves arranged spirally on
the stem, but twisted at the base to appear two-ranked. They are quite distinct from
species of Araucaria and Agathis

The Resinous Agathis
The genus Agathis includes thirteen species of large, resinous, broad-
leaved conifers scattered throughout Australia, New Zealand, and the
Malay Archipelago. Several species are the source of timber and valuable
copal varnish, including kauri pine (A. australis) of New Zealand,
Amboina pine (A. dammara) of Malaysia, and Queensland kauri (A.
robusta) of eastern Australia. One of the largest kauri pines found on New
Zealand’s North Island was documented at 169 feet tall with a trunk
forty-ﬁve feet in circumference; it is thought to be a little more than
2,000 years old. The Maori name for this individual is Tane Mahuta,
which means “god of the forest.”
Kauri pines and Queensland kauri are occasionally found in the
collections of various botanical gardens in both Northern and Southern
California. Their extremely slow growth rate and ultimate great size may
limit their use in private gardens. Both are notable for their relatively
smooth trunks with bark that exfoliates in irregular patches.
Copals are a group of resins that form particularly hard varnishes.
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Dammars are another group of hard, durable varnishes that turn shiny
and transparent when dry. Although some species of Agathis are named
dammar, most dammar resins come from tropical Asian trees of the
genus Shorea in the Diptocarpaceae. Copal and dammar resins improve
the drying qualities and provide the luminous depth and brilliance for
which oil paintings are known.

Diorama of an araucariad forest from 200 million years ago, when all the continents were
united into the vast supercontinent Pangaea. Whether any logs at Petriﬁed Forest National
Park came from trees such as these is unknown at this time. From all the thousands of
petriﬁed logs, one can only imagine the extent and diversity of this ancient forest of giant
trees. (Diorama on display at the Rainbow Forest Museum, Petriﬁed Forest National Park)

The Fossil Story
Fossil evidence indicates that the aracauria family reached its maximum
diversity during the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, between 200 and 65
million years ago, with worldwide distributions. At the end of the
Cretaceous, when dinosaurs became extinct, so did the Araucariaceae in
the Northern Hemisphere. Until about 135 million years ago, trees of the
Araucariaceae grew in forests of the ancient southern supercontinent
called Gondwana, which combined the land masses now known as South
America, Africa, Antarctica, India, and Australia. By sixty-ﬁve million
years ago, the continents had drifted into positions resembling their
present-day conﬁguration.
Petriﬁed Forest National Park in Arizona protects hundreds of acres of
perfectly preserved logs from an ancient conifer forest dating back to the
late Triassic Period (approximately 225 million years ago). Streams
carried fallen logs into this once swampy lowland region where they were
buried in sediments rich in volcanic ash. Over countless centuries, the
woody tissue of the logs was replaced with minerals and gradually turned
into stone. Many of the reddish, agatized logs do not show any cellular
detail; however, there are some permineralized specimens in which
minerals permeated the porous cell walls and ﬁlled the cell cavities
(lumens). Thin sections of these samples, when viewed under a
microscope, reveal remarkable cellular detail.
The trees of this extinct forest coexisted with dinosaurs. Most of the
petriﬁed logs were previously assigned to the extinct Araucarioxylon
arizonicum, a presumed distant relative of Araucaria. Although that
binomial has been used in botanical literature for more than a century,
Rodney A Savidge of the University of New Brunswick has concluded that
it is superﬂuous and therefore an illegitimate name. He examined thin
sections of the original three specimens housed at the Smithsonian
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Institution upon which the species was ﬁrst described by FH Knowlton in
1889 and found that they represented three diﬀerent species within two
new genera of extinct trees. Only one of the three specimens was retained
as the new type Pullisilvaxylon arizonicum. Savidge examined several
other logs previously identiﬁed as A. arizonicum and concluded that they
represented additional new genera and species. His extensive anatomical
studies indicate that the majority of logs in the Petriﬁed Forest National
Park do not belong to a single species but rather to a complex of extinct
conifers. Based solely on the xylem structure of permineralized wood
(including resin canals, rays, and tracheid pitting), and without seed
cones or DNA evidence, it is diﬃcult to be certain which trees (if any) in
this complex are ancestral relatives of the araucaria family.
Trees in this diverse forest grew to a height of 200 feet with a trunk
diameter of from four to nine feet. According to paleobotanists Sidney R
Ash and Geoﬀrey T Creber, the living trees did not closely resemble any
of the present-day Araucaria species of the southern hemisphere. The
branches did not occur in whorls as they do in most conifers but grew
irregularly along the trunk, nor did the bark resemble that of living
species. These ancient trees ﬂourished during a time when all of the
continents were united into the vast supercontinent Pangaea, which broke
up in the middle of the Jurassic period. The area of Petriﬁed National
Park was, at that time, located near the equator, at approximately the
latitude of present-day Central America. The trees grew in a tropical rain
forest with marshes, rivers, and lakes—an environment totally unlike
today’s Arizona landscape.
Another rich fossil area for Jurassic age araucarian forests is Cerro
Cuadrado Petriﬁed Forest National Monument in Patagonia, Argentina.
Some of the largest logs in this arid desert region are ten feet in
diameter, the remnants of trees that were over 200 feet tall. Seed cones of
Araucaria mirabilis from this site are remarkably preserved in every
detail. The cones clearly show one seed per scale and resemble modern
cones of Norfolk Island and Cook pines. The oldest documented record for
resin canals comes from cone scales of this extinct conifer.
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Broad leathery leaves and spherical cones of kauri pine (Agathis australis). Photograph by
RGT

Resins: Beautiful and Useful
Amber is ancient plant resin that has metamorphosed into a hard,
plastic-like polymer over millions of years. Insects often become trapped
in the sticky sap and are perfectly preserved in a transparent tomb of
fossilized resin. Baltic amber dates back to the early Tertiary Period,
approximately ﬁfty million years ago. Ninety percent of this amber
appears to be from a single plant source. For decades, Baltic amber
(succinite) had been arbitrarily assigned to an extinct pine (Pinus
succinifera) because of the presence of succinic acid; however, infrared
spectroscopy studies now show that Baltic amber may be more closely
related to resins of broad-leaved conifers of the Araucariaceae. According
to biologist Jean H Langenheim, an authority on resins, Baltic amber
contains pinaceous inclusions (wood fragments and cones) but with
araucarian chemical characteristics, so the origin of these vast deposits
remains an enigma.
In New Zealand, living araucariad forests of kauri pine produce copious
amounts of resin that once formed a thriving industry for hard, durable
varnishes and linoleum. Large lumps of hardened resin (up to one
hundred pounds in size) were dug out of the ground in extensive forested
areas of the North Island. Forests such as this may have once ﬂourished
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in the Baltic region sixty million years ago. Throughout the world, the
most copious resin-producing trees occur in tropical regions. These
complex mixtures of terpene resins may have evolved to serve as a
chemical defense against the high diversity of plant-eating insects and
parasitic fungi found in the tropics.
Relevant today for their practical uses and their distinctive character in
the landscape, members of the araucaria family resonate for us through
time. A walk along shaded pathways lined with araucariads reveals a view
deep into the geologic past. Having changed little during the past 180
million years, these living fossils are resilient, successful, cone-bearing
trees that link us to a time when dinosaurs ruled the earth.

Petriﬁed Forest National Park in Arizona contains hundreds of acres of perfectly preserved
logs from an ancient tropical ﬂood plain, over 200 million years ago
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Norfolk Island Pine vs. Cook Pine

This is a series of images comparing the
Araucaria heterophylla (Norfolk Island Pine) and the Araucaria columnaris (Cook Pine). I´ve been studying four different species in the
Araucaria genus for about three years now. These two in particular are often mistaken one for the other and in fact I did not realize they
were two tree species until I started getting a good look at them. The image above is about a half mile from my house on a historic
peace of property called the "Finca of San Jose". It used to be a weathly persons large estate with a mansion but now it is an insane
asylum. The original family owned a shiping company and had many exotic species of plants brought back which they planted on their
estate. The reason the Cook Pine (on the right) is bent is that the top part of the tree died and a new top formed from below the dead
portion. Norfolks are a lot less pointy at the top than Cooks.

The bark is one of the key differences in
these two trees. The Cook pine has flaky bark that peals off in small rolls. The Norfolk only has a slight amount of flaking on a much
smaller scale.

Young Norfolks are much less filled out than
Cooks with more distace between the rings of branches. I´ve also notices that the branches of the cooks have more "leaves" then the
Norfolks. Also Cooks almost always have a charactaristic lean and their trunk is often slightly bent. Norfolks on the other hand are very
straight and upright.

I´ve noticed that the branches of the Cooks
slope down and then curl up on the ends. The Norfolk tend to be straight out or sloped slightly up. The branches of the Norfolk also tend
to be a lot longer than the Cooks (see the top image).

The image above shows the characteristic
lean of the Cook pine.
I´ve seen similar female cones on both of these trees but much more frequently on the Norfolks.
I recently came accross the image below at...
http://merricks-merricks.blogspot.com/2007/12/norfolk-island-pine-in-bloom.html
The author had it listed as a Norfolk Pine. It looks to me more like a Cook pine however as I have seen these same "blossoms" on other
Cooks.

Below is a picture that I took from a
Araucaria Columnaris.

